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V is the same for MnFs then (55) predicts the intensity
of the 6rst-order line to be only ~'~ that of the second-
order peak.

V. CONCLUSION

To the methods for studying spin waves —neutron
scattering, infrared absorption, optical sideband ab-
sorption —has been added another: inelastic light
scattering. In the above paper wc have presented the
theory for both one- and two-magnon light scattering
and have explained our experimental results in MnF2
and FCF~. It was shown that details of the magnon
dispersion relation could be extracted from the spectra
of scattered light. %'c should note that for the D21,I2

materials the selection rules for two-magnon scattering,
two-magnon absorption, and optical-magnon sidebands
are all diGerent —so the experimental methods arc
complementary. %'e should also note that the ability
to study magnons at the zone center and the zone edge
in the same experiment is best suited to light scattering.
In at least one cas" -NiF2—studies of zone-edge

magnons by two-magnon absorption are not possible
due to a strong infrared-active phonon (E ) at 225
cm '. However, since this phonon is not Raman active,
it has not interfered with the study of the zone-edge
magnon by second-order light scattering. '

All of the magnetic materials thus far examined by
light scattering have quite simple magnon branches.
But as techniques lIQprovc aI1d cxpcricncc grows lt ls
quite likely that the use of light scattering will become
much more important in the study of magnetic materials.
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A microscopic theory of the ef'feet of spin-lattice interaction on the ground-state and spin-vrave excitations
UQ, is presented. Three parameters required by a Jahn-Teller description of the local spin-lattice inter-

actions and an exchange constant are introduced as basic variables to describe the system at T=O'K. The
spin-lattice ground state reveals a competition between the Jahn-Teller forces and the exchange energy
that results in a reduction of the magnitude of the spin. It is also shown that the indirect quadrupole-
quadrupole interaction caused by the virtual exchange of an optical phonon is as large as the exchange
coupling ( 30 K.), and signi6cantly modi6es the spin-wave energies and wave functions. Values for the
interaction parameters are obtained by Gtting the theory to the excitation spectra and to wave functions
deduced from far-infrared absorption spectroscopy and from the inelastic scattering of neutrons. The theory
is consistent with the upper limits placed on the lattice distortion and with the anomolous behavior of the
elastic constant C44.

I. INTRODUCTION

lHK ground-state degeneracy of a concentrated.system of magnetic ions at T=O'K is usually lifted
by the exchange interaction. However, if the single-ion
ground state is orbitally degenerate and possesses an
even number of electrons, interesting alternatives to
the exchange splitting may occur. These usually mani-
fest themselves as electrostatic quadrupole-quadrupole
interactions or cooperative Jahn- Teller distortions. The
electrostatic interactions appear to be comparable with
the exchange interaction in the rare-earth' and. probably

' R. J. Birgeneau, M. T. Hutchings, and R. N. Rogers, Phys.
Rev. Letters 16, 584 (1966); R, Finkelstein and A. Mencher, J.
Chem. Phys. 21, 472 (1952);B.Bleaney, Proc. Phys. Soc. {Lon-
don'I "Iv, j.j.j (196j.); J. M. Baker and A. F. Mau, Can. J. Phys.
45, 403 (1967).

the actinide-series insulators. Uranium dioxide appears
to be a particularly striking example of this situation.
The ground-state degeneracy is largely due to the
unquenched orbital motion of the two Sf electrons and
there is evidence that the interaction between the spin
and the lattice is as strong as the exchange interaction
between pairs. ' '

In the present paper a microscopic theory of the
ground electronic state and elementary electronic exci-
tations (spin waves) is described. The basic interaction
between the local spin and the distortion of the nearby
lattice is parametrized by a set of constants prescribed

'G. Dolling and R. A. Cowley, Phys. Rev. Letters 15, 683
{1966).

I Q. Q. Brandt and C. T. Vfalker, Phys. Rev. Letters 18, 11
(1967&.



by the Jahn-Teller theorem. These constants in ad-
dition to the exchange constant provide a basic set of
parameters in which to describe both the ground state
(lattice distortion, and spin magnitude and direction)
and the spin waves. The parameters obtained by 6tting
the theory to experiment are shown to be reasonable
by comparing them to values obtained from a point-
charge model calculation. Of particular interest are the
following observations:

1. There exists a competition between the Jahn-
Teller energy and exchange energy that results in a
non-fully polarized spin in the ground state.

2. The indirect quadrupole-quadrupole interactions
caused by the virtual exchange of an optical phonon4
are as large as the exchange forces in this system.

There exists a wealth of experimental evidence per-
taining to the low-lying excitations in magnetically
ordered UO2. Frazer et al.' have determined that the
magnetic structure consists of ferromagnetically aligned
planes perpendicular to a cube axis. The moment in
each plane is antiparallel to the moment in the neighbor-

ing planes. Although it is clear that the moment lies in
the plane, the results cannot determine its direction
within the plane. The structure is shown in Fig. 1.
In contrast with most antiferromagnets, the transition
to the ordered state is a 6rst-order transition. Despite
the strong spin-lattice interaction, no distortion of the

lattice was observed (&0.0025) at the Neel point,
30.8'K. (Blume has inferred. from the lack of distortion
that the 6rst-order phase transition is a consequence of
the electronic properties alone and has shown that if
the ground state of the U4+ ion is in fact the I'i singlet,
but within reach of an exchange split-o6 component
of the Fe, a first-order transition may occur. ')

The re/ative dispersion of the low-lying excitations
has been measured by Boiling and Cowley. ~' The
polydomain character of the samples leads to ambi-
guities ln the actual wave vector associated with the
excltatlolls. (Tllls ambiguity ca11 be resolved by a
proper interpretation of the far-infrared absorption
experiments. ) Large differences in the transverse
acoustic mode frequencies are also observed between
measurements at 90 and O'K, which directly indicate
a strong coupling between the phonons and magnons. '
The interpretation is confused, however, by the lack
of understanding of the spin-wave excitations.

Relevant to the interaction between the lattice and
the low-lying electronic states is the anomalous behavior
of the elastic constants observed by 3randt and
Walker. ' Despite the first-order phase transition, the
effects of a spin-phonon interaction are observed to
persist in C44 200'K above the transition temperature.
No such effect is seen for Cii or Cii—C12. (Within the
framework of the model formulated in Sec. III, these
data can be used to determine the spin direction in the
ferromagnetic sheet. )

Three independent measurements of the far-infrared
absorption spectrum have been reported, with various
interpretations. ~"One of the objectives of the present
paper is to reveal the details of the spectra and to
indicate a reasonable interpretation.
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FIG. 1. Crystal structure of UO2. Spins shown aligned along the
L110$ direction.

4 R. Orbach and M. Tachiki, Phys. Rev. 158, 524 (1967);J. M.
Baker and A. F. Mau, Can. J. Phys. 45, 405 (1967); D.
H. McMahon and R. H. Silsbee, Phys. Rev. 135, A91 (1964);
L. K. Aminov and B. I. Kochelaev, Zh. Kksperim. i Teor. Fiz.
42, 1303 (1962) I English transl. : Soviet Phys. —JKTP 15, 903
(1962)$; K. Sugihara„J. Phys. Soc. (Japan) 14, 1231 (1959).' B. C. Frazer, G. Shirane, D. K. Cox, and C. E. Olsen, Phys.
Rev. 140, A1448 (1965).

Far-Infrared Absorption

Two sources of UO2 were used in the far-infrared
absorption experiments; the first was grown by arc
fusion, the second by a Qoating-zone technique. ~ The
0/U ratio in the second was of the order of 2.005.
The stoichiometry of the erst is not known, but is
certainly no closer to 2.0 than the second. The first
sample appeared to contain more cracks and inclusions
and was likely more strained than the second. Spectra
were taken with a Fourit.'r-transform spectrometer. "

At 4.2'K the absorption spectrum revealed the struc-
ture shown in Figs. 2-4. Only the structure in the vi-
cinity of 17.5 cm ' is sample-dependent and shown for

M. Blume, Phys. Rev. 14j,, $17 (1966)
7 R. A. Cowley and G. Dolling, Bull. Arn. Phys. Soc. 11, 109

(1966).
8 R. A. Cowley and G. DoUing, Phys. Rev. , (to be published).
9 K. Aring and A. J. Sievers, J. Appl. Phys. 38, 1496 (1967)."M. R. Daniel, Phys. Letters 22, 131 (1966)."S.J. Men, Jr., J. Appl. Phys. 38, 1478 (1967).
'g A. T. Chapman and G. %. Clark, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 48,

494 (1965}."P.L. Richards, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 54, 1474 (1964).
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along either the (100), (110), or (111)produces only
shght ((0.5 cm ') shifts and/or line broadening. The
temperature dependenccs of the frequencies and line-
widths are shown in Fig. 5. At ~25'K, the frequencies
have fallen by 5%, approximately the change in
suMattice magnetization. ' From 4.2 to 25'K, the total
lntcgI"Rtcd 1ntcQs1ty, w1th1Q experimental CI'I'or, docs
not change. One concludes that these modes are the
two antiferromagnetic resonances that one expects for
R t%0-sublRttlcc Rntifcl I'oIDRgnct.

Little more than a qualitative 6t to experiment can
be achieved with an exchange-coupled'~ two-sublattice
model. Consider, for example, the 6t suggested by
ABCD."The relative intensities of the high-to-low fre-

quency mode are predicted to bc 1.5. The observed
ratio is ~.6+0.05. Further, the relative dispersion
when compared to the observations by Cowley and
DoHing~ 8 shows only qualitative agreement, di6cring
by as much as ~80 cm-' for spin waves near the zone
boundary propagating perpendicular to the ferromag-
netic sheets. These two deficiencies appear to be suffered

by any t%o-sublattice model where the U4+—U4+ inter-
action is dominated by exchange. "

Considering the results of Brandt e$ cI.' and. Dolhng
et el. ,

' it is clear that one must include the interaction
%'ith the phonons. In the next section R model is con-
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FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of frequency and linewidth of
spin-wave modes.

'7 D. ter Haar and M. E. .Lines, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. (I ondon)
255] 1 (1962).

8 Obviously anlsotroples xnust be introduced to px'oduce any
6t at all but within the framework of the above models these
terms are found tn be &15 j& of the isotropic exchange.

0

o

~xg

FIo. 6. Types of distortion of the cube of oxygens that mix
levels of the I"5. Only one of the three different modes for each of
the T~, distortions is shown.

sidered which modifies the spin-wave spectrum by
1nclud1ng splD-1Rttlcc lntcractlon 8nd 1t 1s shown thRt
the proper dispersion relations and wave functions can
bc obtained.

There are clearly two aspects of the problem. The
6rst is to Gnd the proper ground state. In a molecular-
field approximation the problem reduces to a calcu-
lation of quantum-mechanical average values and. a,

mID1m1zat1on of the total free energy which 1ncludes

exchange energy, spin-lattice interaction energy, and
the elastic energy. Having found the ground. state, the
sp1D-%'Rvc cxclta't1ons CRQ then bc calculated by 1ntlo-

ducing suitable ofF-diagonal ion-pair interactions. The
o6-diagonal terms include, in addition to the exchange

couphng, indirect quadrupole-quadrupole interactions
%hich are biquadratic in the spin but may be as large
as the exchange.

Thc 1DtcI'act1on bctwecQ thc sp1D Rnd lRtt1cc dis-

tortion is assumed to occur exclusively through the
crystal field (magnetostriction) . Although exchange
striction is also present, it wiB be apparent that it is
too small to compete with the magnetostrictive terms.
The ground electronic state of the U4+ ion in U02 is
taken as the I'5, '9'0 and is predominantly derived from
the 'H4 term of the SP conhguration of the U'+ ion

under the action of the cubal crystal 6cld formed by
the eight surrounding oxygens. The local distortions
of the cube of oxygens that mix levels of the I'g manifoM

must transform as do the representations contained in

the symmetrIC square [pg g which are Eg and T2p.

An analysis of the various modes of distortion of the
U08 complex reveal R single E, mod. e and two T2,

"C.A. Hetchison Jr. and G. A. Candela, J. Chem. Phys. 27',

707 (1957').
20 H. U. Rahman and W. A. Runciman, J. Phys. Chem. Solids

27, i833 {1966).
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modes shown in Fig. 6. The Wigner-Eckart theorem
allows us to express the interaction in terms of three
arbitrary constants which can be specified only by a
more detailed examination of the problem. The matrix
elements between states of the I'5 are written as

K,=Q F1II;;(k, II)qg. ,„,

where k runs over the three distortions E, and 2T'2,
and p over their components. II@(k,p) is the i,jth com-
ponent of coupling coeKcient~' for the normal coordi-
nate operator q~, „between the states ~ and j in the I'5

manifold, and F~ is the reduced matrix element. Equa-
tion (1) is clearly an expression of the Jahn-Teller
c6'ect.~

In order to estimate the magnitude of the I"I„we
consider the interaction of the quadrupole moment on
thc U with thc surrounding eight 0 monopo1cs.
The electrostatic energy for small displ. acemcnts of the
oxygens from equilibrium is given by

E= (4Ireo)-'(Ze'/%3rD') (r,'& (a I I
I II a)

&&XII-:o (2,~.;—;~.;-y~„)+-,'o. (*;~.,-y~„)]
where

+c(O„,~;s.;h„;b.;+ "), (6)

F=(4 ~o)-'(«'/v3r') &r.')&~ II ~ II ~&

where so=8 the number of surrounding oxygens. The
pR1RIIIC'tCls FI(2 sg) R11d Fs ( Tmg) oh tR111 111 tllC SRII1C

fashion. To estimate the interaction energy, we simply

multiply F(E,) by the root-mean-square displacement
of one of the oxygens duc to the zero-point motion,

0.05 L. The other parameters in (5) are estimated
as follows. Using the wave functions of Hutchinson
et al. ,

19 we get Q=4, F=~~. For (r,2&, we use a value
calculated by Lenander, 24 0.471 L'. ro 2 3——6 .L and

(cx IIX II n)=0 021. "T. he interaction energy is found

to be so 7.5 em ', a rather large interaction energy
to contend with.

Wc rewrite the interaction energy in terms of three
parameters, A, 8, C:

E=F g APORT(2s;8„—x,b„y;8„;)—
i

+230,(x;b„y;8„;)—]+&$0„.(y8.,+s8,')+ . ]

—2PLO" (y'6-+s'~w')+" ]—5FI O"&4'~*'~=*+ "']I
(2)

where the sum is over the eight oxygens, e is the
electronic charge, Z is the charge on the 0~ in units
of electronic charge, ro is the U4+—0~ separation, and
(r,') is the average square radius for the Sf electrons in
the 1'5 con6guration. (n II J II a) is a reduced. ma, trix
element evaluated by Elliot and Stevens. "8; assumes
the sign of the 0.th component of the vector pointing
from the U4+ ion to the jth 0' ion, while u; is the
displacement of the ith O~ in the 0. direction. The F5
triplet can be transformed into an 5=I manifold, in
which case we write

Oe =3S,'—S(S+1),

O, =S '—Sy2,

O-s=k(S Ss+Sss«). (3)

F Rnd Q Rre then determined as follows:

3&.'—J(5+1)=QI 3S.2—S(S+1)],
(& Js+JsJ ) =P(S Sp+SsS ). (4)

RelatIng Eq. (2) to Eq. (1) wc llRvc, foI' 111stR11cc,

F«) =«Q(4 ~o) '(Z"/v3"') (~') &~ II J II ~&, (5)

"G. F. Koster, J.0. Dimlnock, R. G. )Vheeler, and H. Statz,
I'ro perties of the Thirty- Two I'oimt Groups (MIT Press,
Cambridge, Mass. , 1963).

~~H. A. Jahn and E. Teller, Proc, Roy. Soc. (London) A161,
220 (1937).

23 R. J. Elliot and K. %. H. Stevens, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London)
A218, 553 (1953).

For the preceding point-charge calculation, we have

4, 8 —6.5, C —16. In the following discussion,

A, 8, C are left as parameters to be determined by a
good 6t to experiment. However, if the fit is reasonable,

they will not di8er drasticaBy from the above values

estimated by the point-charge calculation. Using Eq.
(6), we now calculate the electron and phonon ground

state and then proceed to 6nd. the low-lying electronic
cxcitatlons.

A. Ground State

To 6nd the ground. state in the molecular-field ap-

proximation, we write down the total free energy in-

cluding exchange, magnetostrictive, and elastic energies.
Most treatments of the magnetostriction problem pro-
ceed from a phenomenological expression of the free

energy. 25 Since the lattice dynamics of Uo~ are rather
well understood, " we elect to derive the free energy
from a microscopic point of view with the aid of Eq. (6) .
Although the final expression must resemble the phe-

nomenological result, the microscopic theory allows us

to isolate terms due to internal distortions from those
duc to external strains. Ultimately, we wish to check the
consistency of the theory by comparing the parameters
used to 6t the excitation spectrum with those used to
fit the ground state. This can be done only if both are

derived from the same microscopic interaction.
Assuming a homogeneous deformation, Eq. (6) can

~ C. J. Lenander, Phys. Rev. 130, 1033 (1963}.
"For a review of magnetostriction, see J. Kanamori, in jfag-

netism I, edited by G. T. Rado and H. Suhl (Academic Press Inc. ,
Net York, 1963'), p, 127,
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be written in terms of internal and external strains as
follows"

E~ s= (sgrp/OpVS)

XFA {-,'Og(2U„—U„U~—)+so, (U U~—) }

+(soro/QoVS) F8{0„,(U,o+ U„,)+ ~ ~ ~ }

+(sp/20o)FC{O„,Lu. (1) —u. (2)]+ }, (7)

where in the Voigt notation we can substitute U, =
5&, ~ ~, and U„,+U,„=s,getc. u(1) and u(2) are the
internal displacements of either oxygen 1 or oxygen 2
with respect to the uranium. 00 is the volume of the
paramagnetic unit cell and E~ z is clearly the energy
per unit volume.

The elastic energy for a nonprimitive lattice' is
written as

k
Es ——-', Q Q ~ N. (k)gp(k')

ka p'p~ p

+QQl, P I (k)s,+-,'Q{Po}s,s.; (8)
ka p f~ p~

before introducing the exchange energy we first combine
(7) and (8) and find the equilibrium lattice distortion
for a given set of quadrupole moments. The addition of
Eq. (7) to (8) introduces the following linear terms in
the expression for elastic energy:

Q X 'N. (k)+Q ygsg. (9)
k, a

For a given external strain the elastic energy is mini-
mized with respect to the internal distortions by the
internal distortion

(k
~-(» = —2 Z I

p kIP

-Z
I

kIP

The total elastic energy then becomes, upon substi-
tution of (1C) into Eqs. (7) and (8),

EE+E~ s —,'+ Cgg Sgsg. —-
pp'

('k' k)-'—'Z Z&-"I
ka kPP

(k k''r-'P
XZ v.—ZZ&p"

I I I, p I 5,. (»)
p kIP ka

~ %'. F. Brinkman (unpublished).
"M.Born and K. Huang, Dynamical Theory of Crystal Lattices

(Oxford University Press, London, 1954), p. 129 ff.

We now have an equation that can be simply minimized
with respect to the external strains {5,} and the total
gain in energy for a given set of quadrupole moments
calculated.

The parameters needed to evaluate the matrices in
Eq. (11) are taken from the best rigid-ion model pro-
posed by Dolling et a/. "Although the shell model is
clearly a better model for the lattice dynamics, we are
not inclined to include these complications at this time.
The short-range force contributions are straightfor-
wardly calculated from the definition of the matrices. "
The Coulomb contributions are obtained by reference
to calculations by Srinivasan. '8 In particular, we find

(k k') t'k

Q Q Q&p"'I
II p I 5,

p kIP k~

=0 '(sr FCG/H) ((0„,)s+(0„)s+(0 )5) (12)

and

g vgs, =Qo '(soroFB/~3)

X ((0„.)54+(0**)so+(0~)sp)+Qo '(sorpFA/V3)

x p(o, )s,+ (-;(o.&—;(o,)) s,—(-;(o.)+-', (o,&) s ],
(13)

where the new parameters G and II are given by

G= (2/~3) L10076Z'+op(Ai Bi)]
H=~(Ag+28g)+4(Ap+28g). (14)

The constants A1, Bj, A2, and 82 are short-range force
parameters defined by and obtained from Dolling et al."
The external strains that minimize the free energy for a
given set of quadrupole moments are

Sg ———', ((Og) —3(0,)) [sprpFA/v30o(C„— Cgg) ],
Sp ———,'((Og)+3(0, )) (sproFA/v30p(Cu —Cgp)],

Sa= —(Og){-soroFA/~30o(Cu —Cn) ],
Sg,g, p= —(sorpF/QoCgg) L(8/K3) —(G/H) C](0„,,„,„,),

where the quadrupole parameters are quantum-
mechanical averages. The change in energy per unit
volume is

~(Ez+E" E) = —p(4m po/e'ro') L(s—oFCrp) /2H]

X ((o*.)'+ (o*.)'+(o.*)')—oQp 'L(soroF)'/C440p]

X t:(8/~3) —(G/H) C]'((0*.)'+ (o*.)'+ (0")')
—pQo 'L(soroFA) /2(Cu —C~p) Qp](3(0, ) +(Og) ).

(16)
' R. Srinivasan, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 72, 566 (1958).
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Ci ——Qp 'S„J,
kn. ooQo (soroFC) ' (sor,F) ' 8 G

e2
——0 —' + ———C

e'rp 2H C440p V3

&3 flo L(soroF+) /2 (Cll C12) floj ~ (22)

First, consider the minimum of Li; with respect to q.
y =0 or —,'m as 4~~(e2 or 4&~& e2. The state q =0 possesses
no average spin and corresponds to an ordered quad-
rupole structure. Since UO~ is an antiferromagnet, we

require p=-,'m and 4&~&e2. The minimum with respect
to f is either )=0 or )=~mr, as oo(12oi or oo) 12oi.

To have the total magJ etoelastic energy in the mo-
lecular-field approximation, we simply add to (16)

Eia ———-'n z„j(8)', (17)

where J is the exchange constant and s„=4 is the
eGective number of spins contributing to the molecular
field.

To minimize the total energy, a single-ion ground-
state wave function is constructed from an arbitrary
mixture of the components of the I'5. The sum of
expressions (16) and (17) is then minimized with
respect to this wave function.

Consider the wave function

I & =~.
I xs&+~" I »&+~.

I s*), (18)

where the basis functions are real. The plane containing
the spin direction will be taken as the xy plane. Since
there is no spin in the s direction, we restrict the wave
function to have the phase of e, equal to the phase of
n„. Then n, =

I
n,

I exp(ip), n„=
I n„ I exp(ip), and 0.,

can be taken as real. We then write

I ) = sin8 cos& exp(i&p)
I ys)

+sin8 sin( exp(ip) I
»)+cos8

I xy&. (19)

The average spin and quadrupole components are

(5*)=sin& sin28 sing,

(Sr &
=cos( sin28 sinoo,

(5*)=0

(0„,) =-', sin28 cosy sin(,

(0 .) = oi sin28 cosy cos$,

(0,„)=-,'sin2$ sin'8,

(Oo) = (1—3 cos'8),

(0,) = —sin'8(cos'$ —sin'f) . (20)

As a function of p, P, and 8, the free energy becomes

g= —-', oi(sin'28 sin'p) ——',oo(cos'&p sin'28+sin'2$ sin'8)

—-,'o,
I (1—3 cos'8)'+3 sin'8 cos'2(j, (21)

where

That is to say the spin direction is either along a (010)
direction or (110) direction, depending on whether the
quadrupole interacts strongest with the compressional
strains or shear strains, respectively. The elastic con-
stant data of Brandt and Walker' indicates a softening
of the shear elastic constant C44 approximately 200'K
above the phase transition. The softening increases as
the temperature is reduced until the system finally
orders at 30'K. This is not observed for C~~—C~2 or C~~.

The behavior is consistent with acoustic wave inter-
action with a concentrated system of Jahn-Teller active
ions, with the interaction dominated by the 8 and. C
terms in Eq. (6), either 8 or C or both are much
greater than A. It follows then that ~2))ea and the
spin alignment must be along a (110)direction. We are
left with & =-,'ir, &p =-,'ir, therefore, (5*)= (So) =
(1/U2) sin28, (0„)= (0„,)= (0,)= (S,)=0, (0„)=

—,
' sin'8, and (Oo& = (1—3 cos'8).

Before minimizing E with respect to 0, we transform
to a new angle 0' dehned by

then

E= ——,'oi cos'28' ——,'oo && I's (1+sin28') '

——,'o»& 4 (1—3 sin28') ' (23)

The minimum with respect to 0' is found at

sin28' = (oo —12oo) /(16ci —oo —36oo) . (24)

It is interesting to note that the ground state, which
can be written as cos8'

I +1)—sin8'
I

—1) (where the
axis of quantization is taken to be (110)),is not a fully
aligned state; the average spin value differs from I by
(1—cos28') . This is simply a consequence of the compe-
tition between the magnetoelastic energy and the ex-

change energy. Further, if the interactions with the
lattice are sufficiently large, e&+12e»8e&, a purely
quadrupole state will be favored. This is clearly not
the case in UO2. ' "Competition between a cooperative
Jahn-Teller distortion and ordered spin state is ex-

pected whenever the ground electronic state possesses
a large degree of orbital degeneracy. The interesting
case where the ordered quadrupole state is favored
may be relevant in other systems. The observations of
Varsanyi on PrC13 suggest that, at su%ciently low

temperatures, the degeneracy of the non-Kramers
ground state may be 1ifted by an ordering of quad-
rupoles. 'P

Before proceeding to the calculation of the spin-wave
excitations, we write down the wave functions for both

"Although neutrons can be Bragg scattered from an array of
electronic quadrupoles, the cross section is down by at least two
orders of magnitude from the cross section for scattering from an
array of magnetic moments. Furthermore, in the above calcula-
tion, the quadrupole structure formed would be commensurate
with paramagnetic lattice and hence generate no new Bragg peaks.

'0 F. L. Varsanyi, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. j.2, 295 (1967); and
(unpublished) .



spin sites as follows:

I g+) =
I
+1)cose'-I -1) sine",

I g &
=

I

-1& cose' —
I +1& sine',

I
&+&=I o),

I
b+) =

I
+1&»ne'+

I 1& cose',

I
b &

=
I
+1)cose'+

I

—1& sine'. (25)

The molecular-Geld splittings are given by the following
spin Hamiltonlan;

—s„J(S,')S,' —8 (S,"—S.")+g[3S„"—S(S+1)j.

The corresponding splittings are s„J+3s„Jsin2e'+6g
for the energy between the ground state and 6rst
excited state and 2s„J for the separation of the ground
state and the reversed spin state

I b+) or
I

b ). s„ is equal
to the number of nearest-neighbor uranium ions in a
given plane perpendicular to the cube axis and is equal
to 4. Since q arises from the interaction with the
compressional strains and 8 from the interaction with
shears, we expect q to be small compared with b.

B. Syin-Wave Excitations

The spin-wave excitations can be obtained by intro-
ducing those off-diagonal spin and quadrupole com-
ponents which couple excitations to the

I a) state on
site i to a similar excitation on a neighboring lattice
site j. One of the coupling terms is the isotropic ex-
change represented as JS,'S;. Ke wish to also show
that there exists an indirect quadrupole-quadrupole
interaction which is as strong as the exchange coupling.

The interaction that is calculated is essentially the
quadrupole coupling produced by the virtual exchange
of a phonon. 4 Physically, a change in quadrupole mo-
ment at site i causes the neighboring lattice to distort
via the interaction in Eq. (6). The energy is minimized

if the surrounding quadrupoles also change in a manner
determined by the geometry of the lattice and character
of the quadrupole-lattice interaction. This clearly leads
to a quadrupole-quadrupole interaction which must
have a form similar to the electrostatic interaction but
with coeKcients which may be decidedly diferent.
Whereas previous treatments have considered only the
interaction of the quadrupole with the acoustic phonons,
we consider the optical-phonon interaction to be im-

portant; indeed, the relative dlsplacements of the oxy-
gen ions with respect to the uranium ion interact with
the quadrupole.

The problem is simpli6ed by approximating the
optical modes with an Einstein model. %e consider
that an individual oxygen ion vibrates independent of
the rest of the lattice, inside the tetrahedron of the
four surrounding uranium ions. From the force con-
stants, this frequency is found to be ~300 cm '. The
OG-diagonal interaction of the quadrupole with these
modes is removed in second-order perturbation theory.
A pair of terms such as aO,x+bO, x, where x is the
displacement of the oxygen loIl ln question, simply
contribute

—2mb(5/2nuo) "'(6s&) '0 0 (27)

to the interaction Hamiltonian. co is the frequency of
oscillation of the oxygen ion and m its mass. The
coeKcients a and b are easily extracted from Eq. (6).
The interaction of the quadrupole back on itself simply
shifts the entire I'5 manifold and does not produce any
interesting effects. This approach cannot be used as an
alternative to the preceding calculation for the ground
state. For instance, substituted into expressions like
(27), diagonal or average values of the quadrupole
operator will not even give the correct sign for the
dependence of magnetoelastic energy on relative quad-
rupole orientation. This is due to the fact that we have,
essentially, forced the external strains to be zero when
calculating the off-diagonal terms.

Carrying out this prescription using Eq. (6), we
calculate the following quadrupole-quadrupole inter-
action between a single U4+ ion and its four neighbors.
Figure 7 shows the coordinate system and relevant
oxygen ions. The interaction energy is

II~= No Q f A—'Oii;08, —9A'0„0„+2(C'—28') 0.„;0~;

+exjeyj ([OyeXKsj+Ozspysj j2C

+2A[B+C7[Oe;0~+Og;0.„;])I, (28)

where 5„;assumes the sign of the uth component of the
vector pointing from i to j.The energy uo is given as

No ——2F'(fi/2euu) (fico) ' (29)

FIG. 7. The xy plane shoveling the oxygen ions, uranium ions, and
coordinate system used in Eq. (28).

and has the numerical value of ~0.048 cm '. For the
point-charge model the term 2(C —2B')u0=17 cm ',
demonstrating that the effective interaction is expected
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to be of the same order of magnitude as the exchange.
It is instructive to consider the magnitude of the
similar term arising from the purely electrostatic inter-
action. It is found to be ~1 cm '. The enhancement
of the indirect quadrupole-quadrupole interaction is
very approximately given by r'v vn/-r'u o, -where n is
the polarizability of the OU4 complex. The uranium-
uranium distance rU U is approximately 1.6XrU o, the
oxygen-uranium distance, and the polarizability is ap-
proximately r'U 0, indicating that most of the enhance-
ment arises from the reduced separation involved in
uranium-oxygen interaction.

The quadrupole interaction with the other nearest
neighbors in the ys and xs planes is found in an anal-
ogous way or by simply performing suitable rotation
transformations on (28). The complete interaction
Hamiltonian is constructed by extracting from the
quadrupole and exchange interactions the og diag-onal

components that couple spin deviations on one site to
those on the next. Essential to the discussion is the use
of the molecular-field ground state (25) rather than the
fully polarized spin state. This significantly modifies the
off-diagonal spin and quadrupole operators. Trans-
forming to a plane-wave representation and writing
the Hamiltonian in second quantized form we have

II=Z ~(q) (ap'ap+bp'bp)+S(q) (apb-p+ap'b-p')

+T(q) (a,b, '+a, tb, )

+ p V(q) (apa p+ap'a p'-+ bpb p+-bp "b p'-) (3o)-

where

E(q) =s„j+3s+sin28'+6g+y, (q)

X [z„I+pP (s„A'up) (1+sin28') j
+ ~i (z„C'up) (1—sin28') yp (q),

The Hamiltonian can be easily diagonalized using
the equation-of-motion technique. " The eigenfrequen-
cies are found to be

X+'= (E+T)'—(V+5)',

X P=(R—T)'—(V—S)'. (33)

Of particular interest is the ratio of the intensities seen
in a far-infrared absorption. If we define sin8+ ——

(V+5)/(E+T) and sin8 =(V—5)/(R —T), the in-

tensity ratio becomes

I+ A,~ 1—tan-', 0+ 1—tan-,'0 1—sin20'

I X 1+tanp8+ 1+tanp8 1+sin28" (34)

where 0' is the parameter determined from the ground-
state calculation.

The theory is reconciled with experiment by fitting
the spectrum of spin-wave excitations to the values at
F measured by the far-infrared absorption and at X, Z,
and M measured by neutron scattering. ~ In addition,
we require that the theory predict the ratio of inten-
sities of the lines seen in the far-infrared absorption
experiments. The input parameters are X+(F) =99
cm ', X (I") =79 cm ' X(X) =19.6 cm ' X(Z) =97
cm ', X(M) =85 cm ', and I+/I =0.6. The frequencies
can be fit with little difhculty. The best fit to the ratio
of far-infrared intensities, and still obtain reasonable
parameters, is found to be 0.75, a considerable im-
provement over the exchange-dominated spin-wave
models, " which gave ratios of ~1.5. The resulting
spin-wave dispersion is shown in Fig. 9. In return we
extract the following interaction parameters: sin20'=
0.375, x+=35 cm—',

(
A (=1.5, (

8
j
=31.5,

~
C (=31,

p = —2.2 cm ' and 5=32 cm '. The largest quadrupole

S(q) =L2s I+-,'(s (C'—28') )up(1 —sin28') jap(q),

T(q) = —L2z I sin28'+ —,'s (C' —28') up

X (1—sin28') $yp(q),

Y(q) =L-', (s A'up) (1+sin28') —s„jsin28'jy, (q}
—

4 (s O'Np) (1—sin28') yp(q), (31)

r&(q) =cos2 (&a) cos2 (qpa),

yp(q) = sin-', (q,a) sin-', (q„a),

vp(q) =cosp (q.a) cos4L(q*+qw) aj cos4L(q. —qp) aj. M

2 77
a

Y

(32)

a is the cubic unit cell dimension, 5.47 A. The Brillouin
zone is shown in Fig. 8. The Hamiltonian (30) is valid
only along the symmetry directions denoted by dashed
lines in the figure. At a general point in q space ad-
ditional terms are introduced which complicate the
system but they need not be discussed here.

I'IG. 8. The magnetic Brillouin zone. The dashed lines are the
regions where the Hamiltonian in the text is valid.

3 S.V. Tyablikov, Methods in the Quantum Theory of Magnetism
(Plenum Press, Inc. , New York, 1967), p. 97 8.
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t.'IG. 9. Spin-wave dispersion predicted by the 6t in text.

interaction term x~Lz„N0(C' —28') ](1—sin28') is ~31
cm ', of the same order as the exchange energy.

Clearly, the problem is overspeci6ed; for there are
only four basic parameters: A, 8, C, and J. The
quantities sin28' and g can also be determined from the
ground-state calculation and expressed in terms of A,
8, C, and J. If the theory is to be self-consistent the
following must hold.

1. A, 8, and C should not diQer seriously from the
results of the point-charge calculation.

2. From the behavior of the elastic constants we have
that 8 and C should be »A and 8»g.

3. The values of sin28' and g extracted from the fit
and those calculated from A, 8, C, and J must be
reconciled.

4. The predicted lattice distortion must be less than
-3XIo- 5

The values of A =4, 8= —6.5, and C= —16 obtained
from the point-charge calculation compare quite favor-
ably with the values obtained from the fit. Furthermore,
it is seen that the values obtained certainly give B,C»A
and 8»p. In fact, A and p are almost negligibly small.

The value of q calculated from A is —2.5 cm ', closer
to the fit value of —2.2 cm ' than is reasonable to ex-

pect. In the regime where there is a close competition
between the Jahn-Teller forces and the exchange energy
sin28 is a very sensitive function of e~, e2, and ea. To
reconcile the sin28' value, obtained from the 6t, to that
predicted from the values of A, 8, and C given by the
fit, we 6rst compute 6y =35 cm ' 62=300 cm ', and
e3= 1.4 cm '. It is clear e3 can be neglected throughout.
The ratio of e2/e, required to give sin28'=0. 375 is 4.4.
The actual ratio is 8.5. The agreement is quite satis-
factory, considering the approximations used to derive
the indirect quadrupole interaction in terms of A, 8,
and C.

It remains to predict the distortion induced by order-
ing. Substituting into Eq. (15) we have

The surprisingly small value for 56 is due to the cancel-
lation of 8/V3 by (G/H)C in (16). This same term
enters ~2 and makes a negligible contribution to e2. The
term that persists in the expression for e2 is the contri-
bution from purely internal distortions (of the order of
10 ') which, of course, do not appear in the expression
for the strain. This explains why large anisotropies and
lattice interactions do not lead to large external dis-

tortions in UO~. This result would not be apparent in a
phenomenological discussion of the magnetoelastic
energy. The strains predicted are too smalL to have been
seen by neutron scattering. There is no contradiction
with the length change LU/l(10 ' measured by Brandt
and Walker. ' Length changes measured on a poly-
domain sample effectively measure a strain determined

by averaging (15) over equivalent directions and will

give results appreciably less than those predicted above.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A satisfactory model for the ground-state and low-

lying electronic excitations in the presence of strong
spin-lattice coupling has been derived for antif erro-
magnetic UO2. The local spin-lattice interaction is
formulated in terms of the Jahn-Teller effect and param-
etrized by three constants. The interaction is used to
derive the lattice-spin ground state and the spin-wave
excitations in a consistent manner. The parameters ob-
tained by fitting the spin-wave energies and wave
functions to experiment are shown to be consistent with
the ground-state calculation and are reasonable when

compared to the predictions of a point-charge calcu-
lation.

We may conclude from our investigation that in a
system like UO2 with a large orbital ground-state de-

generacy, the interaction with the lattice leads to in-

direct quadrupole-quadrupole pair interactions that are
as strong as the exchange terms. The calculation of the
ground state reveals a competition between cooperative
Jahn-Teller forces and exchange energy that leads to a
ground state with a less than fully polarized spin. The
extension of these results to a calculation of the thermo-
dynamic properties, in particular the order of the phase
transition, will be discussed in a future publication.
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